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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a notion of causality in
Markov decision processes based on the probability-raising principle and to ana-
lyze its algorithmic properties. The latter includes algorithms for checking cause-
effect relationships and the existence of probability-raising causes for given effect
scenarios. Inspired by concepts of statistical analysis, we study quality measures
(recall, coverage ratio and f-score) for causes and develop algorithms for their
computation. Finally, the computational complexity for finding optimal causes
with respect to these measures is analyzed.

1 Introduction

As modern software systems control more and more aspects of our everyday lives, they
grow increasingly complex. Even small changes to a system might cause undesired
or even disastrous behavior. Therefore, the goal of modern computer science does not
only lie in the development of powerful and versatile systems, but also in providing
comprehensive techniques to understand these systems. In the area of formal verifi-
cation, counterexamples, invariants and related certificates are often used to provide
a verifiable justification that a system does or does not behave according to a specifi-
cation (see e.g., [30,16,32]). These, however, provide only elementary insights on the
system behavior. Thus, there is a growing demand for a deeper understanding on why
a system satisfies or violates a specification and how different components influence
the performance. The analysis of causal relations between events occurring during the
execution of a system can lead to such understanding. The majority of prior work in
this direction relies on causality notions based on Lewis’ counterfactual principle [29]
stating the effect would not have occurred if the cause would not have happened. A
prominent formalization of the counterfactual principle is given by Halpern and Pearl
[21] via structural equation models. This inspired formal definitions of causality and
related notions of blameworthiness and responsibility in Kripke and game structures
(see, e.g., [15,11,14,40,19,41,7]).

In this work, we approach the concept of causality in a probabilistic setting, where
we focus on the widely accepted probability-raising principle which has its roots in
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Table 1. Complexity results for MDPs and Markov chains (MC) with fixed effect set

for fixed set Cause find optimal cause
compute quality valuescheck PR

condition
covratio-optimal
= recall-optimal(recall, covratio, f-score) f-score-optimal

SPR ∈ P poly-time poly-time
poly-space

poly-time for MC
threshold problem ∈ NP∩ coNP

GPR ∈ PSPACE
and ∈ P for MC

poly-time
poly-space

threshold problems ∈ PSPACE and NP-hard
and NP-complete for MC

philosophy [38,39,18,22] and has been refined by Pearl [35] for causal and probabilis-
tic reasoning in intelligent systems. The different notions of probability-raising cause-
effect relations discussed in the literature share the following two main principles:

(C1) Causes raise the probabilities for their effects, informally expressed by the re-
quirement “Pr(effect |cause)> Pr(effect)”.

(C2) Causes must happen before their effects.

Despite the huge amount of work on probabilistic causation in other disciplines, re-
search on probability-raising causes in the context of formal methods is comparably
rare and has concentrated on Markov chains (see, e.g., [24,25,6] and the discussion of
related work in Section 3.2). To the best of our knowledge, probabilistic causation for
probabilistic operational models with nondeterminism has not been studied before.

We formalize the principles (C1) and (C2) for Markov decision processes (MDPs),
a standard operational model combining probabilistic and non-deterministic behavior,
and concentrate on reachability properties where both cause and effect are given as sets
of states. Condition (C1) can be interpreted in two natural ways in this setting: On one
hand, the probability-raising property can be locally required for each element of the
cause. Such causes are called strict probability-raising (SPR) causes in our framework.
This interpretation is especially suited when the task is to identify system states that
have to be avoided for lowering the effect probability. On the other hand, one might want
to treat the cause set globally as a unit in (C1) leading to the notion of global probability-
raising (GPR) cause. Considering the cause set as a whole is better suited when further
constraints are imposed on the candidates for cause set. This might apply, e.g., when the
set of non-terminal states of the given MDP is partitioned into sets of states Si under the
control of an agent i, 1 6 i 6 k. For the task to identify which agent’s decisions cause
the effect only the subsets of S1, . . . ,Sk are candidates for causes. Furthermore, global
causes are more appropriate when causes are used for monitoring purposes under partial
observability constraints as then the cause candidates are sets of indistinguishable states.

Different causes for an effect according to our definition can differ substantially
regarding how well they predict the effect and how well the executions exhibiting the
cause cover the executions showing the effect. Taking inspiration from measures used
in statistical analysis (see, e.g., [36]), we introduce quality measures that allow us to
compare causes and to look for optimal causes: The recall captures the probability that
the effect is indeed preceded by the cause. The coverage-ratio quantifies the fraction of
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the probability that cause and effect are observed and the probability that the effect but
not the cause is observed. Finally, the f-score, a widely used quality measure for binary
classifiers, is the harmonic mean of recall and precision, i.e., the probability that the
cause is followed by the effect.
Contributions. The goal of this work are the mathematical and algorithmic founda-
tions of probabilistic causation in MDPs based on (C1) and (C2). We introduce strict
and global probability-raising causes in MDPs (Section 3). Algorithms are provided to
check whether given cause and effect sets satisfy (one of) the probability-raising con-
ditions (Section 4.1 and 4.2) and to check the existence of causes for a given effect
(Section 4.1). In order to evaluate the coverage properties of a cause, we subsequently
introduce the above-mentioned quality measures (Section 5.1). We give algorithms for
computing these values for given cause-effect relations (Section 5.2) and characterize
the computational complexity of finding optimal causes with respect to the different
measures (Section 5.3). Table 1 summarizes our complexity results. An extended ver-
sion of this paper containing the omitted proofs can be found in [8].

2 Preliminaries

Throughout the paper, we will assume some familiarity with basic concepts of Markov
decision processes. Here, we only present a brief summary of the notations used in the
paper. For more details, we refer to [37,9,23].

A Markov decision process (MDP) is a tuple M= (S,Act,P, init) where S is a finite
set of states, Act a finite set of actions, init∈ S the initial state and P : S×Act×S→ [0,1]
the transition probability function such that

∑
t∈SP(s,α,t) ∈ {0,1} for all states s ∈ S

and actions α ∈ Act. An action α is enabled in state s ∈ S if
∑
t∈SP(s,α,t) = 1. We

define Act(s) = {α | α is enabled in s}. A state t is terminal if Act(t) = ∅. A Markov
chain (MC) is a special case of an MDP where Act is a singleton (we then write P(s,u)
rather than P(s,α,u)). A path in an MDP M is a (finite or infinite) alternating sequence
π = s0α0 s1α1 s2 · · · ∈ (S× Act)∗ ∪ (S× Act)ω such that P(si,αi,si+1) > 0 for all
indices i. A path is called maximal if it is infinite or finite and ends in a terminal state.
An MDP can be interpreted as a Kripke structure in which transitions go from states to
probability distributions over states.

A (randomized) scheduler S is a function that maps each finite non-maximal path
s0α0 . . .αn−1sn to a distribution over Act(sn). S is called deterministic if S(π) is a
Dirac distribution for all finite non-maximal paths π. If the chosen action only depends
on the last state of the path, S is called memoryless. We write MR for the class of mem-
oryless (randomized) and MD for the class of memoryless deterministic schedulers.
Finite-memory schedulers are those that are representable by a finite-state automaton.

The scheduler S of M induces a (possibly infinite) Markov chain. We write PrSM,s
for the standard probability measure on measurable sets of maximal paths in the Markov
chain induced by S with initial state s. If ϕ is a measurable set of maximal paths, then
Prmax

M,s(ϕ) and Prmin
M,s(ϕ) denote the supremum resp. infimum of the probabilities for ϕ

under all schedulers. We use the abbreviation PrSM = PrSM,init and notations Prmax
M and

Prmin
M for extremal probabilities. Analogous notations will be used for expectations. So,

if f is a random variable, then, e.g., ES
M(f) denotes the expectation of f under S and
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Emax
M (f) its supremum over all schedulers. We use LTL-like temporal modalities such as
♦ (eventually) and U (until) to denote path properties. For X,T ⊆ S the formula XUT is
satisfied by paths π= s0s1 . . . such that there exists j> 0 such that for all i < j : si ∈ X
and sj ∈ T and ♦T = SUT . It is well-known that Prmin

M (XUT) and Prmax
M (XUT) and

corresponding optimal MD-schedulers are computable in polynomial time.
If s ∈ S and α ∈ Act(s), then (s,α) is said to be a state-action pair of M. An end

component (EC) of an MDP M is a strongly connected sub-MDP containing at least
one state-action pair. ECs will be often identified with the set of their state-action pairs.
An EC E is called maximal (abbreviated MEC) if there is no proper superset E ′ of (the
set of state-action pairs of) E which is an EC.

3 Strict and global probability-raising causes

We now provide formal definitions for cause-effect relations in MDPs which rely on
the probability-raising (PR) principle as stated by (C1) and (C2) in the introduction. We
focus on the case where both causes and effects are state properties, i.e., sets of states.

In the sequel, let M= (S,Act,P, init) be an MDP and Eff ⊆ S\{init} a nonempty set
of terminal states. (As the effect set is fixed, for the analysis of cause-effect relationships
in M it suffices to assume all effect states are terminal by (C2).) Furthermore, we may
assume that every state s ∈ S is reachable from init.

We consider here two variants of the probability-raising condition: the global set-
ting treats the set Cause as a unit, while the strict view requires the probability-raising
condition for all states in Cause individually.

Definition 1 (Global and strict probability-raising cause (GPR/SPR cause)). Let
M and Eff be as above and Cause a nonempty subset of S\Eff. Then, Cause is said to
be a GPR cause for Eff iff the following two conditions (G) and (M) hold:

(G) For each scheduler S where PrSM(♦Cause)> 0:

PrSM( ♦Eff | ♦Cause ) > PrSM(♦Eff). (GPR)

(M) For each c ∈ Cause, there is a scheduler S with PrSM((¬Cause)Uc)> 0.

Cause is called an SPR cause for Eff iff (M) and the following condition (S) hold:

(S) For each state c ∈ Cause and each scheduler S where PrSM((¬Cause)Uc)> 0:

PrSM( ♦Eff | (¬Cause)Uc ) > PrSM(♦Eff). (SPR)

Condition (M) can be seen as a minimality requirement as states c ∈ Cause which
are not accessible from init without traversing other states in Cause could be omitted
without affecting the true positives (events where an effect state is reached after vis-
iting a cause state, “covered effects”) or false negatives (events where an effect state
is reached without visiting a cause state before, “uncovered effect”). More concretely,
whenever a set C ⊆ S \Eff satisfies conditions (G) or (S) then the set Cause of states
c ∈ C where M has a path from init satisfying (¬C)Uc is a GPR resp. an SPR cause.
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3.1 Examples and simple properties of probability-raising causes

We first observe that SPR/GPR causes cannot contain the initial state init, since other-
wise an equality instead of an inequality would hold in (GPR) and (SPR). Furthermore
as a direct consequence of the definitions and using the equivalence of the LTL formulas
♦Cause and (¬Cause)UCause we obtain:

Lemma 1 (Singleton PR causes). If Cause is a singleton then Cause is a SPR cause
for Eff if and only if Cause is a GPR cause for Eff.

As the event ♦Cause is a disjoint union of all events (¬Cause)Uc with c ∈ Cause,
the probability for covered effects PrSM( ♦Eff | ♦Cause ) is a weighted average of the
probabilities PrSM( ♦Eff | (¬Cause)Uc ) for c ∈ Cause. This yields:

Lemma 2 (Strict implies global). Every SPR cause for Eff is a GPR cause for Eff.

Example 1 (Non-strict GPR cause). Consider the Markov chain M depicted below
where the nodes represent states and the directed edges represent transitions labeled
with their respective probabilities. Let Eff = {eff}. Then, PrM(♦Eff) = 1

3 + 1
3 ·

1
4 + 1

12 =
1
2 , PrM(♦Eff |♦c1) = PrM,c1(♦eff) = 1 and PrM(♦Eff |♦c2) = PrM,c2(♦eff) = 1

4 . Thus,
{c1} is both an SPR and a GPR cause for Eff, while {c2} is not. The set Cause = {c1,c2}

is a non-strict GPR cause for Eff as:

PrM( ♦Eff | ♦Cause ) = ( 1
3 +

1
3 ·

1
4 )/(

1
3 +

1
3 ) = ( 5

12 )/(
2
3 ) =

5
8 >

1
2 = PrM(♦Eff).

The second condition (M) is obviously fulfilled. Non-strictness follows from the
fact that the SPR condition does not hold for state c2. C

init

c1 c2eff noeff
1/3 1/3

1/12 1/4

1
3/4

1/4

Example 2 (Probability-raising causes might not exist). PR causes might not exist, even
if M is a Markov chain. This applies, e.g., to the Markov chain M with two states init
and eff where P(init,eff) = 1 and the effect set Eff = {eff}. The only cause candidate
is the singleton {init}. However, the strict inequality in (GPR) or (SPR) does not hold
for Cause = {init}. The same phenomenon occurs if all non-terminal states of a Markov
chain reach the effect states with the same probability. In such cases, however, the non-
existence of PR causes is well justified as the events ♦Eff and ♦Cause are stochastically
independent for every set Cause⊆ S\Eff. C

Remark 1 (Memory needed for refuting PR condition). Let M be the MDP in Figure 1,
where the notation is similar to Example 1 with the addition of actions α,β and γ. Let
Cause = {c} and Eff = {eff}. Only state s has a nondeterministic choice. Cause is not
an PR cause. To see this, regard the deterministic scheduler T that schedules β only for
the first visit of s and α for the second visit of s. Then:

PrTM(♦eff) = 1
2 ·

1
2 + 1

2 ·
1
2 ·1 ·

1
4 = 5

16 >
1
4 = PrTM(♦eff |♦c)
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init

noeff

s

eff c

γ | 1/2

γ | 1/2

3/4 1/4 1/2 1/2

γ | 1

α β

Fig. 1. MDP M from Remark 1

init

effunc

c

noeff effcov

1/2

α | 1 1/21/2

β

1/2
τ

Fig. 2. MDP M from Remark 2

Denote the MR schedulers reaching c with positive probability as Sλ with Sλ(s)(α)

= λ and Sλ(s)(β) = 1−λ for some λ ∈ [0,1[. Then, PrSλM,s(♦eff)> 0 and:

PrSλM (♦eff) = 1
2 ·PrSλM,s(♦eff) < PrSλM,s(♦eff) = PrSλM,c(♦eff) = PrSλM (♦eff |♦c)

Thus, the SPR/GPR condition holds for Cause and Eff under all memoryless schedulers
reaching Cause with positive probability, although Cause is not an PR cause. C

Remark 2 (Randomization needed for refuting PR condition). Consider the MDP M of
Figure 2. Let Eff = {effunc,effcov} and Cause= {c}. The two MD-schedulers Sα and Sβ
that select α resp. β for the initial state init are the only deterministic schedulers. As Sα
does not reach c, it is irrelevant for the SPR or GPR condition. Sβ satisfies (SPR) and

(GPR) as Pr
Sβ
M (♦Eff |♦c) = 1

2 >
1
4 = Pr

Sβ
M (♦Eff). The MR scheduler T which selects

α and β with probability 1
2 in init reaches c with positive probability and violates (SPR)

and (GPR) as PrTM(♦Eff |♦c) = 1
2 <

5
8 = 1

2 +
1
2 ·

1
2 ·

1
2 = PrTM(♦Eff). C

Remark 3 (Cause-effect relations for regular classes of schedulers). The definitions of
PR causes in MDPs impose constraints for all schedulers reaching a cause state. This
condition is fairly strong and might lead to the phenomenon that no PR cause exists.
However, replacing M with an MDP resulting from the synchronous parallel compo-
sition of M with a deterministic finite automaton representing a regular constraint on
the scheduled state-action sequences (e.g., “alternate between actions α and β in state
s” or “take α on every third visit to state s and actions β or γ otherwise”) leads to a
weaker notion of PR causality. This can be useful to obtain more detailed information
on cause-effect relationships in special scenarios. For example at design time where
multiple scenarios (regular classes of schedulers) are considered or for a post-hoc anal-
ysis. For the later, one seeks causes of an occurred effect and the information about the
scheduled actions is either extractable from log files or gathered by a monitor. C

Remark 4 (Action causality and other forms of PR causality). Our notions of PR causes
are purely state-based with conditions that compare probabilities under the same sched-
uler. However, in combination with model transformations, the proposed notions are
also applicable for reasoning about other forms of PR causality.

Suppose, the task is to check whether taking action α in state s raises the effect
probabilities compared to never scheduling α in state s. Let M0 and M1 be copies of M
with the following modifications: In M0, the only enabled action of state s is α, while
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in M1 the enabled actions of state s are the elements of ActM(s)\{α}. Let now N be the
MDP whose initial state has a single enabled action and moves with probability 1/2 to
M0 and M1. Then, action α raises the effect probability in M iff the initial state of M0
consitutes an SPR cause in N. This idea can be generalized to check whether scheduler
classes satisfying a regular constraint have higher effect probability compared to all
other schedulers. In this case, we can deal with an MDP N as above where M0 and M1
are defined as the synchronous product of deterministic finite automata and M. C

3.2 Related work

Previous work in the direction of probabilistic causation in stochastic operational mod-
els has mainly concentrated on Markov chains. Kleinberg [24,25] introduced prima
facie causes in finite Markov chains where both causes and effects are formalized as
PCTL state formulae, and thus they can be seen as sets of states as in our approach.
The correspondence of Kleinberg’s PCTL constraints for prima facie causes and the
strict probability-raising condition formalized using conditional probabilities has been
worked out in the survey article [5]. Our notion of SPR causes corresponds to Klein-
berg’s prima facie causes, except for the minimality condition (M). Ábrahám et al [1]
introduces a hyperlogic for Markov chains and gives a formalization of probabilistic
causation in Markov chains as a hyperproperty, which is consistent with Kleinberg’s
prima facie causes, and with SPR causes up to minimality. Cause-effect relations in
Markov chains where effects areω-regular properties have been introduced in [6]. The
notion relies on the strict probability-raising condition, but requires completeness in the
sense that every path where the effect occurs has a prefix in the cause set. The paper [6]
permits a non-strict inequality in the SPR condition with the consequence that causes
always exist, which is not the case for our notions.

The survey article [5] introduces notions of global probability-raising causes for
Markov chains where causes and effects can be path properties. [5]’s notion of reacha-
bility causes in Markov chains directly corresponds to our notion GPR causes, the only
difference being that [5] deals with a relaxed minimality condition and requires that the
cause set is reachable without visiting an effect state before. The latter is inherent in our
approach as we suppose that all states are reachable and the effect states are terminal.

To the best of our knowledge, probabilistic causation in MDPs has not been studied
before. The only work in this direction we are aware of is the recent paper by Dim-
itrova et al [17] on a hyperlogic, called PHL, for MDPs. While the paper focuses on
the foundation of PHL, it contains an example illustrating how action causality can be
formalized as a PHL formula. Roughly, the presented formula expresses that taking a
specific action α increases the probability for reaching effect states. Thus, it also relies
on the probability-raising principle, but compares the “effect probabilities” under dif-
ferent schedulers (which either schedule α or not) rather than comparing probabilities
under the same scheduler as in our PR condition. However, as Remark 4 argues, to some
extent our notions of PR causes can reason about action causality as well.

There has also been work on causality-based explanations of counterexamples in
probabilistic models [27,28]. The underlying causality notion of this work, however, re-
lies on the non-probabilistic counterfactual principle rather than the probability-raising
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condition. The same applies to the notions of forward and backward responsibility in
stochastic games in extensive form introduced in the recent work [7].

4 Checking the existence of PR causes and the PR conditions

We now turn to algorithms for checking whether a given set Cause is an SPR or GPR
cause for Eff. As condition (M) of SPR and GPR causes is verifiable by standard model
checking techniques in polynomial time, we concentrate on checking the probability-
raising conditions (SPR) and (GPR). For Markov chains, both (SPR) and (GPR) can
be checked in polynomial time by computing the corresponding probabilities. So, the
interesting case is checking the PR conditions in MDPs.

We start by stating that for the SPR and GPR condition, it suffices to consider sched-
ulers minimizing the probability to reach an effect state from every cause state.

Notation 1 (MDP with minimal effect probabilities from cause candidates). If C⊆
S then we write M[C] for the MDP resulting from M by removing all enabled ac-
tions of the states in C. Instead, M[C] has a new action γ that is enabled exactly in
the states s ∈ C with the transition probabilities PM[C]

(s,γ,eff) = Prmin
M,s(♦Eff) and

PM[C]
(s,γ,noeff) = 1−Prmin

M,s(♦Eff). Here, eff is a fixed state in Eff and noeff a (pos-
sibly fresh) terminal state not in Eff. We write M[c] if C= {c} is a singleton.

Lemma 3. Let M= (S,Act,P, init) be an MDP and Eff ⊆ S a set of terminal states. Let
Cause⊆ S\Eff. Then, Cause is an SPR cause (resp. a GPR cause) for Eff in M if and
only if Cause is an SPR cause (resp. a GPR cause) for Eff in M[Cause].

4.1 Checking the strict probability-raising condition and the existence of causes

The basis of both checking the existence of PR causes or checking the SPR condition
for a given cause candidate is the following polynomial time algorithm to check whether
the SPR condition holds in a given state c of M for all schedulers S with PrSM(♦c)> 0:

Algorithm 2. Input: state c ∈ S, set of terminal states Eff ⊆ S.
Task: Decide whether (SPR) holds in c for all schedulers S.

Compute wc = Prmin
M,c(♦Eff) and qs = Prmax

M[c],s
(♦Eff) for each state s in M[c] .

1. If qinit <wc, then return “yes, (SPR) holds for c”.
2. If qinit >wc, then return “no, (SPR) does not hold for c”.
3. Suppose qinit =wc. LetA(s) = {α ∈ ActM[c]

(s) | qs =
∑
t∈S[c] PM[c]

(s,α,t) ·qt}
for each non-terminal state s. Let Mmax

[c] denote the sub-MDP of M[c] induced by
the state-action pairs (s,α) where α ∈A(s).
3.1 If c is reachable from init in Mmax

[c] , then return “no, (SPR) does not hold for c”.
3.2 If c is not reachable from init in Mmax

[c] , then return “yes, (SPR) holds for c”.

Lemma 4. Algorithm 2 is sound and runs in polynomial time.
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Soundness. Let N =M[c]. Soundness is obvious in case 1. For case 2, consider a real
number λ with 1 > λ > wc

qinit
and MD-schedulers T and S realizing PrTN,s(♦Eff) = qs

and PrSN(♦c) > 0 for all states s. We can combine T and S to a new MR-scheduler U
with the property that PrUN(♦t) = λPrTN(♦t)+ (1−λ)PrSN(♦t) for all terminal states t
and for t = c. Then, U witnesses a violation of (SPR). For case 3.1 consider an MD-
scheduler S of Mmax

[c] where c is reachable from init via a S-path and PrSN,s(♦Eff) = qs
for all states s. Then, (SPR) does not hold for c in the scheduler S. In case 3.2 we
have PrSN(♦c) = 0 for all schedulers S for N with PrSN(♦Eff) = qinit = wc. But then
PrSN(♦c)> 0 implies PrSN(♦Eff)<wc as required in (SPR). ut

By applying Algorithm 2 to all states c ∈ Cause and standard algorithms to check
the existence of a path satisfying (¬Cause)Uc for every state c ∈ Cause, we obtain:

Theorem 3 (Checking SPR causes). The problem “given M, Cause and Eff, check
whether Cause is a SPR cause for Eff in M” is solvable in polynomial-time.

Remark 5 (Memory requirements for refuting the SPR property). As the soundness
proof for Algorithm 2 shows: If Cause does not satisfy the SPR condition, then there is
an MR-scheduler S for M[Cause] witnessing the violation of (SPR). Scheduler S cor-
responds to a finite-memory (randomized) scheduler T with two memory cells for M:
“before Cause” (where T behaves as S) and “after Cause” (where T behaves as an
MD-scheduler minimizing the effect probability form every state). C

Lemma 5 (Criterion for the existence of probability-raising causes). Let M be an
MDP and Eff a nonempty set of states. Then Eff has an SPR cause in M iff Eff has
a GPR cause in M iff there is a state c0 ∈ S \ Eff such that the singleton {c0} is an
SPR cause (and therefore a GRP cause) for Eff in M. In particular, the existence of
SPR/GPR causes can be checked with Algorithm 2 in polynomial time.

4.2 Checking the global probability-raising condition

Theorem 4. The problem “given M, Cause and Eff, check whether Cause is a GPR
cause for Eff in M” is solvable in polynomial space.

In order to provide an algorithm, we perform a model transformation after which the
violation of (GPR) by a scheduler S can be expressed solely in terms of the expected
frequencies of the state-action pairs of the transformed MDP under S. This allows
us to express the existence of a scheduler witnessing the non-causality of Cause in
terms of the satisfiability of a quadratic constraint system. Then we can restrict the
quantification in (G) to MR-schedulers in the transformed model. We trace back the
memory requirements to M[Cause] and to the original MDP M yielding the second main
result. Still, memory can be necessary to witness non-causality (Remark 1).

Theorem 5. Let M be an MDP with effect set Eff as before and Cause a set of non-
effect states such that condition (M) holds. If Cause is not a GPR cause for Eff, then
there is an MR-scheduler for M[Cause] refuting the GPR condition for Cause in M[Cause]

and a finite-memory scheduler for M with two memory cells refuting the GPR condition
for Cause in M.
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The remainder of this section is concerned with the proofs of Theorem 4 and Theo-
rem 5. We suppose that both the effect set Eff and the cause candidate Cause are fixed
disjoint subsets of the state space of the MDP M and that Cause satisfies (M).

Checking the GPR condition (Proof of Theorem 4). The first step is a polynomial-
time model transformation which permits to make the following assumptions when
checking the GPR condition of Cause for Eff.

(A1) Eff = {effunc,effcov} consists of two terminal states.
(A2) For every state c ∈ Cause, there is only a single enabled action, say Act(c) = {γ},

and there existswc ∈ [0,1]∩Q such that P(c,γ,effcov) =wc and P(c,γ,noeff fp) =
1−wc where noeff fp is a terminal non-effect state and noeff fp and effcov are only
accessible via the γ-transition from the states c ∈ Cause.

(A3) M has no end components and there is a further terminal state noefftn and an
action τ such that τ ∈ Act(s) implies P(s,τ,noefftn) = 1.

Intuitively, effcov stands for covered effects (“Eff after Cause”) and can be seen as
a true positive, while effunc represents the uncovered effects (“Eff without preceding
Cause”) and corresponds to a false negative. Let S be a scheduler in M. Note that
PrSM((¬Cause)UEff) = PrSM(♦effunc) and PrSM(♦(Cause∧♦Eff)) = PrSM(♦effcov). As
the cause states can not reach each other we also have PrSM((¬Cause)Uc) = PrSM(♦c)
for each c ∈ Cause. The intuitive meaning of noeff fp is a false positive (“no effect after
Cause”), while noefftn stands for true negatives where neither the effect nor the cause is
observed. Note that PrSM(♦(Cause∧¬♦Eff)) = PrSM(♦noeff fp) and PrSM(¬♦Cause∧
¬♦Eff)) = PrSM(♦noefftn).

Justification of assumptions (A1)-(A3): We justify the assumptions as we can trans-
form M into a new MDP of the same asymptotic size satisfying the above assump-
tions. Thanks to Lemma 3, we may suppose that M=M[Cause] (see Notation 1) without
changing the satisfaction of the GPR condition. We then may rename the effect state
eff and the non-effect state noeff reachable from Cause into effcov and noeff fp, respec-
tively. Furthermore, we collapse all other effect states into a single state effunc and all
true negative states into noefftn. Similarly, by renaming and possibly duplicating ter-
minal states we also suppose that noeff fp has no other incoming transitions than the
γ-transitions from the states in Cause. This ensures (A1) and (A2). For (A3) consider
the set T of terminal states in the MDP obtained so far. We remove all end components
by switching to the MEC-quotient [2], i.e., we collapse all states that belong to the same
MEC E into a single state sE while ignoring the actions inside E. Additionally, we add
a fresh τ-transition from the states sE to noefftn (i.e., P(sE,τ,noefftn) = 1). The τ-
transitions from states sE to noefftn mimic cases where schedulers of the original MDP
eventually enter an end component and stay there forever with positive probability.

With assumptions (A1)-(A3), the GPR condition can be reformulated as follows:

Lemma 6. Under assumptions (A1)-(A3), Cause satisfies the GPR condition if and only
if for each scheduler S with PrSM(♦Cause)> 0 the following condition holds:

PrSM(♦Cause) ·PrSM(♦effunc) <
(
1−PrSM(♦Cause)

)
·
∑

c∈Cause

PrSM(♦c) ·wc (GPR-1)
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With assumptions (A1)-(A3), a terminal state of M is reached almost surely under
any scheduler after finitely many steps in expectation. Given a scheduler S for M, the
expected frequencies (i.e., expected number of occurrences in maximal paths) of state
action-pairs (s,α), states s ∈ S and state-sets T ⊆ S under S are defined by:

freqS(s,α) def
= ES

M(number of visits to s in which α is taken)

freqS(s)
def
=
∑

α∈Act(s)
freqS(s,α), freqS(T)

def
=
∑

s∈T
freqS(s).

Let T be one of the sets {effcov}, {effunc}, Cause, or a singleton {c} with c ∈ Cause. As
T is visited at most once during each run of M (assumptions (A1) and (A2)), we have
PrSN(♦T) = freqS(T) for each scheduler S. This allows us to express the violation
of the GPR condition in terms of a quadratic constraint system over variables for the
expected frequencies of state-action pairs in the following way:

Let StAct denote the set of state-action pairs in M. We consider the following con-
straint system over the variables xs,α for each (s,α) ∈ StAct where we use the short
form notation xs =

∑
α∈Act(s) xs,α:

xs,α > 0 for all (s,α) ∈ StAct (1)

xinit = 1+
∑

(t,α)∈StAct

xt,α ·P(t,α, init) (2)

xs =
∑

(t,α)∈StAct

xt,α ·P(t,α,s) for all s ∈ S\ {init} (3)

Using well-known results for MDPs without ECs (see, e.g., [23, Theorem 9.16]), given
a vector x ∈ RStAct, then x is a solution to (1) and the balance equations (2) and (3)
if and only if there is a (possibly history-dependent) scheduler S for M with xs,α =
freqS(s,α) for all (s,α) ∈ StAct if and only if there is an MR-scheduler S for M with
xs,α = freqS(s,α) for all (s,α) ∈ StAct.

The violation of (GPR-1) in Lemma 6 and the condition PrSM(♦Cause) > 0 can be
reformulated in terms of the frequency-variables as follows where xCause is an abbrevi-
ation for

∑
c∈Cause xc:

xCause ·xeffunc >
(
1−xCause

)
·
∑

c∈Cause

xc ·wc (4)

xCause > 0 (5)

Lemma 7. Under assumptions (A1)-(A3), the set Cause is not a GPR cause for Eff in
M iff the constructed quadratic system of inequalities (1)-(5) has a solution.

Proof of Theorem 4. The existence of a solution to the quadratic system of inequalities
(Lemma 7) can straight-forwardly be formulated as a sentence in the language of the
existential theory of the reals. The system of inequalities can be constructed from M,
Cause, and Eff in polynomial time. Its solvability is decidable in polynomial space as
the decision problem of the existential theory of the reals is in PSPACE [13]. ut
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Memory requirements of schedulers in the original MDP (Proof of Theorem 5).
As stated above, every solution to the linear system of inequalities (1), (2), and (3)
corresponds to expected frequencies of state-action pairs of an MR-scheduler in the
transformed model satisfying (A1)-(A3). Hence:

Corollary 1. Under assumptions (A1)-(A3), Cause is no GPR cause for Eff iff there
exists an MR-scheduler T with PrTM(♦Cause)> 0 violating the GPR condition.

The model transformation we used for assumptions (A1)-(A3), however, does affect
the memory requirements of schedulers. We may further restrict the MR-schedulers
necessary to witness non-causality under assumptions (A1)-(A3). For the following
lemma, recall that τ is the action of the MEC quotient used for the extra transition
from states representing MECs to a new trap state (see also assumption (A3)).

Lemma 8. Assume (A1)-(A3). Given an MR-scheduler U with PrUM(♦Cause) > 0 that
violates (GPR), an MR-scheduler T with T(s)(τ)∈ {0,1} for each state swith τ∈Act(s)
that satifies PrTM(♦Cause)> 0 and violates (GPR) is computable in polynomial time.

The condition that τ only has to be scheduled with probability 0 or 1 in each state
is the key to transfer the sufficiency of MR-schedulers to the MDP M[Cause]. This fact
is of general interest as well and stated in the following theorem where τ again is the
action added to move from a state sE to the new trap state in the MEC-quotient.

Theorem 6. Let M be an MDP with pairwise disjoint action sets for all states. Then,
for each MR-scheduler S for the MEC-quotient of M with S(sE)(τ) ∈ {0,1} for each
MEC E of M there is an MR-scheduler T for M such that every action α of M that does
not belong to an MEC of M, has the same expected frequency under S and T.

Proof sketch. The crux are cases where S(sE)(τ) = 0, which requires to traverse the
MEC E of M in a memoryless way such that all actions leaving E have the same ex-
pected frequency under T and S. First, we construct a finite-memory scheduler T′ that
always leaves each such end component according to the distribution given by S(sE).
By [23, Theorem 9.16], we then conclude that there is an MR-scheduler T under which
the expected frequencies of all state-action pairs are the same as under T′. ut

Proof of Theorem 5. The model transformation establishing assumptions (A1)-(A3) re-
sults in the MEC-quotient of M[Cause] up to the renaming and collapsing of terminal
states. By Corollary 1 and Theorem 6, we conclude that Cause is not a GPR cause for
Eff in M iff there is a MR-scheduler S for M[Cause] with PrSM[Cause]

(♦Cause) > 0 that
violates (GPR). As in Remark 5, S can be extended to a finite-memory randomized
scheduler T for M with two memory cells. ut

Remark 6 (On lower bounds on GPR checking). Solving systems of quadratic inequal-
ities with linear side constraints is NP-hard in general (see, e.g., [20]). For convex prob-
lems, in which the associated symmetric matrix in the quadratic inequality has only
non-negative eigenvalues, the problem is, however, solvable in polynomial time [26].
Unfortunately, the quadratic constraint system given by (1)-(5) is not of this form. Even
if Cause is a singleton {c} and the variable xeffunc is forced to take a constant value y by
(1)-(3), i.e., by the structure of the MDP, the inequality (4) takes the form:
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xc ·wc−x2
c · (wc+y)6 0 (*)

Here, the 1× 1-matrix (−wc−y) has a negative eigenvalue. Although it is not ruled
out that (1)-(5) belongs to another class of efficiently solvable constraint systems, the
NP-hardness result in [33] for the solvability of quadratic inequalities of the form (*)
with linear side constraints might be an indication for the computational difficulty. C

5 Quality and optimality of causes

The goal of this section is to identify notions that measure how “good” causes are and to
present algorithms to determine good causes according to proposed quality measures.
We have seen so far that small (singleton) causes are easy to determine (see Section
4.1). Moreover, it is easy to see that the proposed existence-checking algorithm can be
transformed such that it returns a singleton (strict or global) probability-raising cause
{c0} with maximal precision, i.e., a state c0 where infS PrSM(♦Eff |♦c0) = Prmin

M,c0
(♦Eff)

is maximal. On the other hand, singleton or small cause sets might have poor coverage
in the sense that the probability of paths which reach an effect state without visiting a
cause state before (“uncovered effects”) can be large. This motivates the consideration
of quality notions for causes that incorporate how well effect scenarios are covered.
We take inspiration of quality measures that are considered in statistical analysis (see
e.g. [36]). This includes the recall as a measure for the relative coverage (proportion
of covered effects among all effect scenarios), the coverage ratio (quotient of covered
and uncovered effects) as well as the f-score. The f-score is a standard measure for
classifiers defined by the harmonic mean of precision and recall. It can be seen as a
compromise to achieve both good precision and good recall.

Throughout this section, we assume as before an MDP M = (S,Act,P, init) and a
set Eff ⊆ S are given where all effect states are terminal. Furthermore, we suppose that
all states s ∈ S are reachable from init.

5.1 Quality measures for causes

In statistical analysis, the precision of a classifier with binary outcomes (“positive” or
“negative”) is defined as the ratio of all true positives among all positively classified
elements, while its recall is defined as the ratio of all true positives among all actual
positive elements. Translated to our setting, we consider classifiers induced by a given
cause set Cause that return “positive” for sample paths in case that a cause state is visited
and “negative” otherwise. The intuitive meaning of true positives and false negatives is
as explained after Definition 1. The meaning of true negatives and false positives is
analogous. We use tpS for the probability for true positives under S. The notations
fpS, fnS, tnS have analogous meanings.

With this interpretation of causes as binary classifiers in mind, the recall and preci-
sion and coverage ratio of a cause set Cause under a scheduler S is defined as follows
(assuming PrSM(♦Eff)> 0 resp. PrSM(♦Cause)> 0 resp. PrSM

(
(¬Cause)UEff

)
> 0):

precisionS(Cause) = PrSM( ♦Eff | ♦Cause ) = tpS

tpS+fpS

recallS(Cause) = PrSM( ♦Cause | ♦Eff ) = tpS

tpS+fnS
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covratS(Cause) =
PrSM

(
♦(Cause∧♦Eff)

)
PrSM

(
(¬Cause)UEff

) = tpS

fnS
.

For the coverage ratio, if PrSM
(
(¬Cause)UEff

)
= 0 and PrSM(♦Cause) > 0 we define

covratS(Cause) = +∞. Finally, the f-score of Cause under a scheduler S is defined
as the harmonic mean of the precision and recall (assuming PrSM(♦Cause) > 0, which
implies PrSM(♦Eff)> 0 as Cause is a PR cause):

fscoreS(Cause)
def
= 2 · precisionS(Cause) · recallS(Cause)

precisionS(Cause)+ recallS(Cause)

If, however, PrSM(♦Eff)> 0 and PrSM(♦Cause) = 0 we define fscoreS(Cause) = 0.

Quality measures for cause sets. Let Cause be a PR cause. The recall of Cause mea-
sures the relative coverage in terms of the worst-case conditional probability for covered
effects (true positives) among all scenarios where the effect occurs.

recall(Cause) = infS recallS(Cause) = Prmin
M ( ♦Cause | ♦Eff )

when ranging over all schedulers S with PrSM(♦Eff) > 0. Likewise, the coverage ratio
and f-score of Cause are defined by the worst-case coverage ratio resp. f-score (when
ranging over schedulers for which covratS(Cause) resp. fscoreS(Cause) is defined):

covrat(Cause) = infS covratS(Cause), fscore(Cause) = infS fscoreS(Cause)

5.2 Computation schemes for the quality measures for fixed cause set

For this section, we assume a fixed PR cause Cause is given and address the problem
to compute its quality values. Since all quality measures are preserved by the switch
from M to M[Cause] as well as the transformations of M[Cause] to an MDP that satisfies
conditions (A1)-(A3) of Section 4.2, we may assume that M satisfies (A1)-(A3).

While efficient computation methods for recall(Cause) are known from literature
(see [10,31] for poly-time algorithms to compute conditional reachability probabilities),
we are not aware of known concepts that are applicable for computing the coverage ratio
or the f-score. Indeed, both are efficiently computable:

Theorem 7. The values covrat(Cause) and fscore(Cause) and corresponding worst-
case schedulers are computable in polynomial time.

By definition, the value covrat(Cause) is the infimum over a quotient of reachability
probabilities for disjoint sets of terminal states. While this is not the case for the f-score,
we can express fscore(Cause) in terms of the supremum of such a quotient. More pre-
cisely, under assumptions (A1)-(A3) and assuming fscore(Cause)> 0, we have:

fscore(Cause) = 2
X+2 where X = supS

PrSM(♦noefffp)+PrSM(♦effunc)

PrSM(♦effcov)

where S ranges over all schedulers with PrSM(♦effcov) > 0. Furthermore, we have
fscore(Cause) = 0 if and only if recall(Cause) = 0 if and only if there exists a scheduler
S satisfying PrSM(♦Eff)> 0 and PrSM(♦Cause) = 0.

So, the remaining task to prove Theorem 7 is a generally applicable technique for
computing extremal ratios of reachability probabilities in MDPs without ECs.
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Max/min ratios of reachability probabilities for disjoint sets of terminal states.
Suppose we are given an MDP M = (S,Act,P, init) without ECs and disjoint subsets
U,V ⊆ S of terminal states. Given a scheduler S with PrSM(♦V)> 0 we define:

ratioSM(U,V) = PrSM(♦U)/PrSM(♦V)

The goal is to compute the extremal values: ratiomin
M (U,V) = infS ratioSM(U,V) and

ratiomax
M (U,V) = supS ratioSM(U,V) where S ranges over all schedulers such that

PrSM(♦V) > 0. For their computation, we rely on a polynomial reduction to the classi-
cal stochastic shortest path problem [12]. For this, consider the MDP N arising from
M by adding reset transitions from all terminal states t ∈ S\V to init. Thus, exactly the
V-states are terminal in N. The MDP N might contain ECs, which, however, do not in-
tersect with V . We equip N with the weight function that assigns 1 to all states inU and
0 to all other states. For a scheduler T with PrTN(♦V) = 1, let ET

N(�V) be the expected
accumulated weight until reaching V under T. Let Emin

N (�V) = infT ET
N(�V) and

Emax
N (�V) = supT ET

N(�V), where T ranges over all schedulers with PrTN(♦V) = 1.
We can rely on known results [12,3,4] to obtain that both Emin

N (�V) and Emax
N (�V)

are computable in polynomial time. As N has only non-negative weights, Emin
N (�V)

is finite and a corresponding MD-scheduler with minimal expectation exists. If N has
an EC containing at least one U-state, which is the case iff M has a scheduler S with
PrSM(♦U) > 0 and PrSM(♦V) = 0, then Emax

N (�V) = +∞. Otherwise, Emax
N (�V) is fi-

nite and the maximum is achieved by an MD-scheduler as well.

Theorem 8. Let M be an MDP without ECs andU,V disjoint sets of terminal states in
M, and let N be the constructed MDP as above. Then, ratiomin

M (U,V) = Emin
N (�V) and

ratiomax
M (U,V) = Emax

N (�V). Thus, both values are computable in polynomial time, and
there is an MD-scheduler minimizing ratioSM(U,V), and an MD-scheduler maximizing
ratioSM(U,V) if ratiomax

M (U,V) is finite.

Proof of Theorem 7. Using assumptions (A1)-(A3), we obtain that covrat(Cause) =
ratiomin

M (U,V) where U = {effcov}, V = {effunc}. Similarly, with U = {noeff fp,effunc},
V = {effcov}, we get fscore(Cause) = 0 if ratiomax

M (U,V) = +∞ and fscore(Cause) =
2/(ratiomax

M (U,V)+2) otherwise. Thus, the claim follows from Theorem 8. ut

5.3 Quality-optimal probability-raising causes

An SPR cause Cause is called recall-optimal if recall(Cause) = maxC recall(C) where
C ranges over all SPR causes. Likewise, ratio-optimality resp. f-score-optimality of
Cause means maximality of covrat(Cause) resp. fscore(Cause) among all SPR causes.
Recall-, ratio- and f-score-optimality for GPR causes are defined accordingly.

Lemma 9. Let Cause be an SPR or a GPR cause. Then, Cause is recall-optimal if and
only if Cause is ratio-optimal.

Recall- and ratio-optimal SPR causes. The techniques of Section 4.1 yield an algo-
rithm for generating a canonical SPR cause with optimal recall and ratio. To see this,
let C denote the set of states that constitute a singleton SPR cause. The canonical cause
CanCause is defined as the set of states c ∈ C such that there is a scheduler S with
PrSM((¬C)Uc)> 0. Obviously, C and CanCause are computable in polynomial time.
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Theorem 9. If C 6=∅ then CanCause is a ratio- and recall-optimal SPR cause.

init eff

noeff s1 s2

1/4

1/4 1/2

1/4 3/4

1

This is not true for the f-score. To see this, Con-
sider the Markov chain on the right hand side. We have
CanCause= {s1}, which has precision(CanCause) = 3

4 and
recall(CanCause) = 3

8/(
1
4 + 3

8 ) =
3
5 . But the SPR cause

{s2} has better f-score as its precision is 1 and it has the
same recall as CanCause.

F-score-optimal SPR cause. From Section 5.2, we see that f-score-optimal SPR causes
in MDPs can be computed in polynomial space by computing the f-score for all poten-
tial SPR causes one by one in polynomial time (Theorem 7). As the space can be reused
after each computation, this results in polynomial space. For Markov chains, we can do
better and compute an f-score-optimal SPR cause in polynomial time via a polynomial
reduction to the stochastic shortest path problem:

Theorem 10. In Markov chains that have SPR causes, an f-score-optimal SPR cause
can be computed in polynomial time.

Proof. We regard the given Markov chain M as an MDP with a singleton action set
Act = {α}. As M has SPR causes, the set C of states that constitute a singleton SPR cause
is nonempty. We may assume that M has no non-trivial (i.e., cyclic) bottom strongly
connected components as we may collapse them. Let wc = PrM,c(♦Eff). We switch
from M to a new MDP K with state space SK = S∪ {effcov,noeff fp} with fresh states
effcov and noeff fp and the action set ActK = {α,γ}. The MDP K arises from M by
adding (i) for each state c ∈ C a fresh state-action pair (c,γ) with PK(c,γ,effcov) =wc
and PK(c,γ,noeff fp) = 1−wc and (ii) reset transitions to init with action label α from
the new state noeff fp and all terminal states of M, i.e., PK(noeff fp,α, init) = 1 and
PK(s,α, init) = 1 for s ∈ Eff or if s is a terminal non-effect state of M. So, exactly
effcov is terminal in K, and ActK(c) = {α,γ} for c ∈ C, while ActK(s) = {α} for all
other states s. Intuitively, taking action γ in state c ∈ C selects c to be a cause state. The
states in Eff represent uncovered effects in K, while effcov stands for covered effects.

We assign weight 1 to all states inU= Eff∪ {noeff fp} and weight 0 to all other states
of K. Let V = {effcov}. Then, f = Emin

K (�V) and an MD-scheduler S for K such that
ES
K(�V) = f are computable in polynomial time. Let Cγ denote the set of states c ∈ C

where S(c) = γ and let Cause be the set of states c∈ Cγ where M has a path satisfying
(¬Cγ)Uc. Then, Cause is an SPR cause of M. With arguments as in Section 5.2 we
obtain fscore(Cause) = 2/(f+2). It remains to show that Cause is f-score-optimal. Let
C be an arbitrary SPR cause. Then, C ⊆ C. Let T be the MD-scheduler for K that
schedules γ in C and α for all other states of K. Then, fscore(C) = 2/(fT+2) where
fT = ET

K(�V). Hence, f6 fT, which yields fscore(Cause)> fscore(C). ut

The naı̈ve adaption of the construction presented in the proof of Theorem 10 for
MDPs would yield a stochastic game structure where the objective of one player is
to minimize the expected accumulated weight until reaching a target state. Although
algorithms for stochastic shortest path (SSP) games are known [34], they rely on as-
sumptions on the game structure which would not be satisfied here. However, for the
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threshold problem SPR-f-score where inputs are an MDP M, Eff and ϑ ∈ Q>0 and the
task is to decide the existence of an SPR cause whose f-score exceeds ϑ, we can estab-
lish a polynomial reduction to SSP games, which yields an NP∩ coNP upper bound:

Theorem 11. The decision problem SPR-f-score is in NP∩ coNP.

Proof sketch. Given an MDP M, an effect set Eff, and ϑ ∈ Q, we construct an SSP
game [34] after a series of model transformations ensuring (i) that terminal states are
reached almost surely and (ii) that Eff is reached with positive probability under all
schedulers. Condition (i) is established by a standard MEC-quotient construction. To
establish condition (ii), we provide a construction that forces schedulers to leave an
initial sub-MDP in which the minimal probability to reach Eff is 0. This construction –
unlike the MEC-quotient – affects the possible combinations of probability values with
which terminal states and potential cause states can be reached, but the existence of an
SPR cause satisfying the f-score-threshold condition is not affected.

The underlying idea of the construction of the game shares similarities with the
MDP constructed in the proof of Theorem 10: Player 0 takes the role to select potential
cause states while player 1 takes the role of a scheduler in the transformed MDP. Using
the observation that for each cause C, fscore(C)> ϑ iff

2(1−ϑ)PrSM(♦C∧♦Eff)−ϑPrSM(¬♦C∧♦Eff)−ϑPrSM(♦C∧¬♦Eff)> 0 (×)

for all schedulers S for M with PrSM(♦Eff) > 0, weights are assigned to Eff-states
and other terminal states depending on whether player 0 has chosen to include a state
to the cause beforehand. In the resulting SSP game, both players have optimal MD-
strategies [34]. Given such strategies ζ for player 0 and S for player 1, the resulting
expected accumulated weight agrees with the left-hand side of (×) when considering
S as a scheduler for the transformed MDP and the cause C induced by the states that
ζ chooses to belong to the cause. Thus, player 0 wins the constructed game iff an SPR
cause with f-score above the threshold ϑ exists. The existence of optimal MD-strategies
for both players allows us to decide this threshold problem in NP and coNP. ut

Optimality and threshold constraints for GPR causes. Computing optimal GPR
causes for either quality measure can be done in polynomial space by considering all
cause candidates, checking the GPR condition in polynomial space (Theorem 4) and
computing the corresponding quality measure in polynomial time (Section 5.2). How-
ever, we show that no polynomial-time algorithms can be expected as the corresponding
threshold problems are NP-hard. Let GPR-covratio (resp. GPR-recall, GPR-f-score) de-
note the decision problems: Given M,Eff and ϑ∈Q, decide whether there exists a GPR
cause with coverage ratio (resp. recall, f-score) at least ϑ.

Theorem 12. The problems GPR-covratio, GPR-recall and GPR-f-score are NP-hard
and belong to PSPACE. For Markov chains, all three problems are NP-complete. NP-
hardness even holds for tree-like Markov chains.

Proof sketch. NP-hardness is established via a polynomial reduction from the knap-
sack problem. Membership to NP for Markov chains resp. to PSPACE = NPSPACE
for MDPs is obvious as we can guess nondeterministically a cause candidate and then
check (i) the GPR condition in polynomial time (Markov chains) resp. polynomial space
(MDPs) and (ii) the threshold condition in polynomial time (see Section 5.2). ut
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6 Conclusion

The goal of the paper was to formalize the probability-raising principle in MDPs and
related quality notions for PR causes as well as studying fundamental algorithmic prob-
lems for them. We considered the strict (local) and the global view. Our results indicate
that GPR causes are more general and leave more flexibility to achieve better accuracy,
while algorithmic reasoning about SPR causes is simpler.
Existential definition of SPR/GPR causes. The proposed definition of PR causes relies
on a universal quantification over all relevant schedulers. However, another approach
could be via existential quantification, i.e. there is a scheduler S such that (GPR) or
resp. (SPR) hold. The resulting notion of causality yields fairly the same results (up to
Prmax

M,c(♦Eff) instead of Prmin
M,c(♦Eff) etc). A canonical existential SPR cause can be de-

fined in analogy to the universal case and shown to be recall- and ratio-optimal (cf. The-
orem 9). The problem to find an existential f-score-optimal SPR cause is even simpler
and solvable in polynomial time as the construction presented in the proof of Theorem
10 can be adapted for MDPs (thanks to the simpler nature of maxC supS fscoreS(C)
compared to maxC infS fscoreS(C)). However, NP-hardness for the existence of GPR
causes with threshold constraints for the quality carries over to the existential definition
(as NP-hardness holds for Markov chains, Theorem 12).
Non-strict inequality in the PR conditions. Our notions of PR causes are in line with the
classical approach of probability-raising causality in literature with strict inequality in
the PR condition. This has the consequence that causes might not exist (see Example
2). The switch to a relaxed definition of PR causes with non-strict inequality seems to
be a minor change that identifies more sets as causes. Indeed, the proposed algorithms
for checking the SPR and GPR condition (Section 4) can easily be modified for the
relaxed definition. While this leads to a questionable notion of causality (e.g., {init}
would always be a recall- and ratio-optimal SPR cause under the relaxed definition), it
could be useful in combination with other side constraints. E.g., requiring the relaxed
PR condition for all schedulers which reach a cause state with positive probability and
requiring the existence of a scheduler where the PR condition with strict inequality
holds might be a useful alternative definition that agrees with Def. 1 for Markov chains.
Relaxing the minimality condition (M). As many causality notions of the literature in-
clude some minimality constraint, we included condition (M). However, (M) could be
dropped without affecting the algorithmic results presented here. This can be useful
when the task is to identify components or agents that are responsible for the occur-
rences of undesired effects. In these cases the cause candidates are fixed (e.g., for each
agent i, the set of states controlled by agent i), but some of them might violate (M).
Future directions include PR causality when causes and effects are path properties
and the investigation of other quality measures for PR causes inspired by other in-
dices for binary classifiers used in machine learning or customized for applications of
cause-effect reasoning in MDPs. More sophisticated notions of probabilistic backward
causality and considerations on PR causality with external interventions as in Pearl’s
do-calculus [35] are left for future work.
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